Year Two 2016/17 Long Term Plan
Term One

Term Two

Term Three

Term Four

Term Five

Term Six

Topic Title

Let’s Build

You’re Nicked!

Chocoholics

Horrible History

Under the Microscope

Pirates!

Literacy
Coverage
(topics)

-Instructions
-Explanations
-Timelines
-Evaluations

-Poetry
-Letter writing
-Alternative Traditional
Tales
-Character description
-Books by the same
author
-Allan Ahlberg/Happy
families
- Jolly Christmas postman

-Poetry
-Report writing GFL
-Letter writing
-Books by the same
author
-Horrible Histories books
-Eye witness account

-Minibeast poetry
-Instructions for making
minibeast home
-Report writing
minibeasts
-Story writing (small
world)

-Pirate Poetry
-How to be a pirate guide
-Story writing
-Holiday Brochure
(Persuasive)

Science

Uses of everyday
materials
Comparing suitability of
variety of materials
Changing shapes

Animals Including Humans
Life processes and basic
needs of animals including
humans

-Chocolate poetry
-Instructions/recipes
-Journey of chocolate
explanation
-Charlie and chocolate
factory
-Character/setting
descriptions
-Diary and letter writing
-Invite to Chocolate sale
-Inventing a sweet
-Story writing
Animals Including
Humans
Healthy living

Electricity
Comparison
Uses of everyday
materials

Living things and their
habitats
Identify and name a
variety of animals in their
habitats including mini
beasts

Young Investigators

Young Investigators

Plants
Observe growth of seeds
and bulbs
Identify and name a
variety of plants
Needs of plants
investigation

Using microscopes
Nocturnal animals
History/
Geography/
RE/PSHE

Inventors- famous
person- Isambard
Kingdom Brunel
Buildings around the
world (pyramids)

Map work- Human
features e.g. school,
church etc

Fair Trade
Journey of the cocoa
bean
Contrasting continents

Great Fire of London
Plague
Famous person- Samuel
Pepys

Easter

The Torah

Famous Pirates
Famous Explorers
Sea, coasts and
oceans

Introduce continents and
oceans- Africa (Egypt)
focus.
Differences between
churches and synagogues

Shabbat

Parables

Comparison of Judaism
and Christianity
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Computing

We are Photographers
2.3 (taking and editing
photos, creating a class
portfolio – link with
Winter poems)

We are Detectives 2.5
(collecting clues, emails, using a fact file
sheet to create a table)

We are Astronauts 2.1
(programming onscreen a child sprite to
land on different
chocolate bars)

We are Researchers
2.4 (mind-mapping
and researching a
history topic; using
search engines safely
and effectively;
creating a
presentation)

We are Zoologists 2.6
(using a branching
database to identify
bugs, collecting data
about bug hunt,
organising photos,
creating a graphs)

We are Games Testers
2.2
(exploring how a
variety of computer
games work – maths,
Pirate etc)
We are
Communicators pt 2
3.5
(video conferencing
with Year 3s, asking
their questions about
Juniors)

Creative/DT

Bridge making
Construction kits
Samba music

Sketching
Christmas

Design chocolate bar
Design own sweets
Clay boats

Design Tudor houses
Colour mixing and
blending

Design a mini beast
garden

Portraits
Design and make a pirate
ship
Treasure maps

PE

Hockey skills
Gymnastics - jumping
Architect Workshop
Bridge building
Voting for school council
Carnival

Throwing and catching
Gymnastics - pathways
Christingle Service
Enterprise Week
Christmas Market

Aiming and hitting
Dance Roald Dahl theme
Chocolate tasting
Chocolate sale to parents
(mini enterprise)

Dribbling and kicking
Gymnastics - twisting
Drama Workshop Great
Fire of London

Games - racquet skills
Dance lifecycles
Minibeast workshop

Athletics - Sport’s Day
Team games – rounders
Beach trip
Year 2 Leavers’
Production

SMSC
developmen
t inc. Trips/
Visitors/
Events
This is a working document and is subject to change.

